VORRA Club Championship
Point-score System
The aim is to beat everyone in your driver AND engine class and below to get maximum points in each heat.

Outright Points:
5 Points for entering and attending an event prepared to start.
1 point for every VORRA member you beat on the day.

Driver Classes:
Classes are broken up into Class A, B and C.
All VORRA members begin in Class C. Once they beat all other Class C VORRA members in their engine size and below
at an event, they proceed to Class B. The same follows for Class B to Class A. The exception to this is if a VORRA
member has won a Championship of note (club, state, national, etc) where they are automatically placed into Class A
or at the discretion of the committee. The intent is to give new drivers experience and the opportunity to amass
points in the championship without having to compete against more experienced competitors. The VORRA
committee has the power to alter the Class a VORRA member is in should it be shown that the said member is clearly
in the incorrect class, however, it should not generally be used to move a member to a higher class as natural
progression and improvement are the goal. (There is an amount of freedom so a competitor is not forced up a class
even though they won an event as it is unfair for you being the only VORRA entrant).

Engine Capacity:
All classes are broken up into engine 4 engine capacity sub-categories, which includes appropriate multiplication
factors for forced induction with the intent being that on outright performance a small capacity vehicle will rarely
beat a larger capacity vehicle and should not have to compete with said handicap.
Class

Numbers

Engine Size

1-99

L

Prolite buggy

100-199

L

Super 1650

200-299

S

Sporstman

300-399

XS

Extreme 2WD

400-499

L

Production 2WD

500-599

L

SXS Turbo

600-699

L

SXS Sport

6601-6699

M

Production 4WD

701-799

L

Extreme 4WD

801-899

L

1001-1099

M

Probuggy

Sportslite

Class points:
1 point for every member you beat in the same or higher class, combined with the same or greater engine capacity.
e.g. A Class B ~ Medium driver gains a point for all those he beats who are in both Class A & B, and are either
Medium or Large capacity.

Total score:
Outright Points + Class Points
Every event

